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Josiah Rainwater plot, Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Miles Rainwater, 15 Jun 1876 - 20 May 1956, son of Josiah & Elizabeth Rainwater
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Ollie Frances Cooper Rainwater, 27 Nov 1878 - 7 Mar 1965, wife of Miles Rainwater
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Clarence Rainwater, 9 Nov 1899 - 29 Nov 1986, son of Miles & Ollie Rainwater
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Odessas Copeland Rainwater, 11 June 1906 - 30 Sept 1988, wife of Clarence Rainwater
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Cornelia Rainwater Gaston, 17 Apr 1881 - 17 Oct 1966 and husband, Alva F. Gaston, 8 June 1872 - 21 Nov 1949, East View Cm., Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
Photographed by R. Steven Rainwater, 12 Oct 2008
James M. Luttrell, 27 Sept 1848 - 1 Jan 1933
Sarah Jane (Taylor) Luttrell, 23 Nov 1850 - 15 June 1929
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Doretta Rainwater Luttrell & Ranza L. Luttrell
East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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Alva Otis Luttrell, 30 May 1899 - 4 Jun 1951
Lucy E. (Haynes) Luttrell, 23 Oct 1901 - 11 Dec 1984
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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John P. & Lucy Rainwater Aderholt
East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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RAINWATER

MARTHA J. 1866-1961

PETER C. 1859-1949

East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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S. WALTER KIRK
OCT. 16, 1892
NOV. 16, 1950

EVA R. KIRK
MAR. 21, 1894
MAY 23, 1985

Samuel Walter & Eva Rainwater Kirk
East View Cemetery, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX, 1997
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Samuel K. Kirk, 1857 - 1927
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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Elizabeth Hunt Kirk, 1860 -1939, wife of Samuel K. Kirk
Eastview Memorial Park, Vernon, Wilbarger Co., TX
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